Abstract. In this paper, we generalize the Hessian comparison theorems and Laplacian comparison theorems described in [16, 18] , then give some applications under various curvature conditions.
In this paper, we generalize the above propositions under a weaker assumptions that the curvature is bounded by a delicate bound given by a radial function, then obtain some applications of them. The article is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we revive some basic facts in Finsler geometry and prepare some tools for the proof of the main theorems.
In Section 3, we establish a Sturm's type comparison theorem, and deduce a comparison result for the solutions of Ricci (in)equalities of the form
with appropriate asymptotic behavior as t → 0 + . After these preparations, we obtain the generalized comparison result for the Hessian as follows. 
Theorem 1.3. Let (M, F ) be a complete Finsler manifold of dimension m, and r = d F (p, x) is the distance function on M from a fixed point p ∈ M . Let D p = M \cut(p) be the domain of the normal geodesic coordinates centered at p. Given a smooth function G on [0, +∞), let h be the solution of the Cauchy problem

Remark 1.4. If G(r)
C = const, it is easy to see (1.9) h h = ct C (r) , then our conclusion turns into Proposition 1.1.
In Section 4, firstly by taking traces in Theorem 1.3, we immediately obtain corresponding estimates for r. In particular, If the radial flag curvature K(∇r, ·) ≤ (resp. ≥) G(r) on B r0 (p), it follows that
Furthermore, the upper estimate of r holds under the weaker assumption that the radial Ricci curvature is bounded below by (m − 1)G(r 
Remark 1.6. If (1.11) be the Cauchy problem (1.6) and G(r) = C = const, then (1.12) yields (1.3).
Next, we derive a more direct and interesting result, which is an extension of the comparison results described in [16, 18] as well.
Theorem 1.7. Let (M, F ) be a complete Finsler manifold of dimension m, and
, where G is a nonincrease smooth function on [0, +∞)and G ≤ −1. Then
In Section 5, based on above comparison theorems, some applications to area and first eigenvalue estimates are given.
Preliminaries
In this section, we briefly revive some basic facts of Finsler manifolds.
be local coordinates on T M , and π : T M \ 0 → M be the natural projection. We denote
According to [2] , the pulled-back bundle π * T M admits a unique linear connection, named Chern connection. Its connection forms are characterized by the following structural equations:
∂x i be a non-vanishing vector field on an open subset U ⊂ M . One can introduce a Riemannian metric g V and a linear connection ∇ V on the tangent bundle over U as follows.
By the torsion freeness and g-compatibility of Chern connection, we have (see [2, 18] )
Let V be a geodesic vector and W a tangent vector, which span the 2-plane in T x M , then the flag curvature is defined by
is called the Ricci curvature, where
Let γ(s), 0 ≤ s ≤ l be a geodesic with unit speed velocity field T . A vector field J along γ is called a Jacobi field if it satisfies the following equation
For vector field X and Y along γ, the index form
A frequently used volume form for (M, F ) is the so-called Busemann-Hausdorff volume form dV F which is locally expressed by (see [4] )
and τ is called the distortion of (M, F ). To measure the rate of distortion along geodesic, we define
where γ(s) is the geodesic withγ(0) = v, S is called the S-curvature (see [15] ). The canonical energy function is defined by
where 
Then E can be extended to be a function on V. Furthermore, E is differentiable on V. It is easy to see that the first eigenvalue (2.20)
is the smallest eigenvalue of M and λ 1 ≥ 
The Hessian Comparison Theorems
Let (M, F ) be a Finsler manifold, the Legendre transformation l :
Now let f : M → R be a smooth function on M , and the gradient of f is defined by ∇f = l −1 (df ), then we have
Let U = {x ∈ M, ∇f | x = 0}. We define the Hessian Hess(f ) of f on U as follows (see [18] )
By the torsion freeness and g-compatibility of Chern connection, it is clearly that Hess(f ) is symmetric, which can be rewritten as 
we have
Integrating from ε to t (0 < ε < t < τ ), we have
, (3.8) and since
we have 
Proof. Observe that the function ρ i (s) − 1 s is bounded and integrable in a neighboorhood of s = 0, we let
By straightforward computations, we have (3.14)
An application of Lemma 3.1 shows that T 1 ≤ T 2 and ρ 1 =
After these preparations, we are going to prove Theorem 1.3. Proof. Since Hess(r) is symmetric, there is an orthonormal basic of T x M consisting of eigenvectors of Hess(r). Denoting by ξ max (x) and ξ min (x), respectively, the greatest and smallest eigenvalues of the Hess(r) in the orthogonal complement of ∇r(x), the theorem amounts to showing that on ( Since Y is parallel,
and we conclude that Note that, for any unit vector field E ⊥ ∇r,
Thus,
then the function Hess(r)(γ)(Y, Y ) − ξ max • γ attains its maximum at s 0 , and its derivative vanishes:
Assume that K(∇r, ·) ≥ G(r), by (3.21) and (3.24), we have, at s 0 ,
which is the desired inequality stated in (3.15) . The asymptotic behavior of ξ max • γ near s = 0 + follows from the fact that 
The Laplacian comparison theorems
Let (M, F ) be a Finsler manifold, the dual Finsler metric F * on M is defined by
∂ς k ∂ς l is the corresponding fundamental tensor. Then we have (see [2] , [15] )
The divergence div X of X is defined as follows.
It is easy to see that div X depends only on the volume form dV F . Then for a vector field
By (4.3) and (4.4), we have the following local expression for f ,
By a direct computation, we have (see [16, 18] )
Hess(f )(e i , e i ) − S(∇f ) .
As mentioned above, by taking trace in Theorem 1.3, we immediately obtain corresponding estimates for r. 
Next we are going to prove Theorem 1.5. Hess(r)(e i , e i ), we claim that (4.12)
Indeed, note that by tracing in (3.21), we deduce that
By the elementary inequality (4.14) (¯ r)
which in turn follows easily from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we deduce that
Inequality (4.12)(i) follows from the assumption on Ric.
As for the asymptotic behavior (4.12)(ii) follows from the well-known fact that 
Proof. Certainly, there is a unique solution w(t) of (4.17), and w(t) ≥ 0. Let w 1 (t) be the solution of (4.18)
we have that
Therefore,
After this preparation,we can prove Theorem 1.7 as follows. Hess(r)(e i , e i ) = 
then we have
Combining (4.8), (4.25) and (4.27) we obtain the desired result.
Some Applications
In this section, we give some applications of the above estimates. First, we obtain a simple application of Theorem 4.1. Next, we study the first eigenvalue under the condition with the lower bound of flag curvature (or Ricci curvature), and we will apply the key idea in [8] to archive this goal. In this section the discussion is based on the estimate on ∆r described in Theorem 1.5 and others are similar.
Let (M, F ) be a Finsler m-dimension manifold with Now the conclusion is obvious.
